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WET AND DRY
INTRODUCTION

Dear Friends,

As always there are a lot of developments going on in our green sector. In the United States the Trump administration is giving mixed signals about the legalisation of medical and recreational use of cannabis. Fortunately this has not hampered the political path towards full legalisation, and American green companies are doing business like never before. Green stocks are in high demand, and as proof that legalisation works, kilo prices in Colorado are going down due to over-capacity.

Here in Europe, some countries like Greece, Switzerland and Austria took revolutionary steps towards legalisation of medicinal CBD strains. A whole new market for CBD weed opened up after that. In other countries like the Netherlands politicians gave the green light for experiments with ‘legalised’ growers who will supply the famous coffeeshops. Then again, in countries like the UK and France the more things change, the more they stay the same: absolutely nothing was done to relax ridiculous outdated laws in order to welcome new multi-billion industries in their midst.

But whether these politicians are on board or not, our green sector is evolving anyway, and this special is further proof of that. Innovative companies across Europe try to create more new products and applications every year. To keep our readers constantly up-to-date on what the green market has to offer, we always follows these developments closely. We focus our attention on the European market because our continent is home to many enthusiastic entrepreneurs who continue to work hard to further develop and professionalise the market.

This handy guidebook for specialised shops all over Europe is a tool that belongs in every grower’s library. Find that growshop nearest to you for the best products, or find that company who have in stock the best cannabis genetics for your taste.

Happy growing!

Amsterdam, Cliff Cremer
International editor-in-chief, Soft Secrets
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This year is the 25th anniversary of Advanced Hydroponics Of Holland. In 1993, Jay Jackson, founder and current Director of Advanced Hydroponics of Holland, was committed to finding an alternative to the then available fertilizers that he and many other growers had been using. Jay searched for a formula that would combine: easy use, high efficiency, and competitive pricing.

To make the use as simple as possible, it was necessary to present the components in a way that allows easy mixing, so that any grower can easily adjust the volumes of the most necessary nutrients according to their needs and so, Dutch Formula was born!

The fertilizers were tested by Jay together with many other growers and the results were great! In 1996, the Dutch Formula was presented at trade shows and the superior quality of Dutch Formula fertilizers together with growing demand led to the start of the wholesale business throughout all of Europe and also outside Europe.

The Dutch Formula line was soon expanded by a 100% all natural line of “Natural Power” which included a “Root Stimulator”, enzymatic supplement called “Enzymes”, a growth and bloom stimulator called “Excellerator”, and finally a product for maturing called “Final”.

Through this way, Advanced Hydroponics of Holland want to thank everyone for the trust in our products over the past 25 years and hope to be able to cooperate with you for a very long time.

If you want to keep in contact with Advanced Hydroponics of Holland visit their new website www.advancedhydro.com and find here also the links to social media pages for more information about the products.

www.advancedhydro.com
4Twenty will be your best ally for your grow area.

4Twenty is the climate controller of the future. The information you need will be always at your fingertips, your growing experience will be optimised and everything will be managed from your smartphone. Its plug-in feature allows you to install it easily on your mobile phone, tablet or PC. You will know what is going on at any time and wherever you are!

Its user-friendliness and easy installation makes it suitable to both indoor spaces (aquariums, terrariums, green walls, indoor gardens, etc.) and large agricultural plots (fruit and vegetable farms, breeding farms, hydroponic farms, micro-farms etc.).

4Twenty will always be your 5th sense to control your grow area at all times. Its memory stores information all the year round for your yearly statistics.

4Twenty is the key to your success!

Available from September 2018.

A product of European manufacture!

www.bee4all.com
This product enhances the growth of beneficial microorganisms in every growing substrate to promote nutrient absorption by roots. These microorganisms favour the production and binding of oxygen in irrigation water. Plants will then become more resistant to stress and soil plagues, and root/plant enzyme production will also be stimulated.

Our BAC root buster removes scale from drip nozzles and lowers the PH level in all growing substrates. It therefore contributes to a lush growth in roots and the whole plant.

Our product has 100% organic (plant) origin. Storage in a fresh place is highly recommended.

Success is guaranteed!

www.baconline.co.uk
BG Products BV  Spectrumlaan 39  2665 NM BLEISWIJK  The Netherlands
Introducing our newest papers, The Bulldog Papers & Filter Tips Silver. Containing 32 ultra-thin, slow burning king size slim papers and 32 easy to roll chlorine free filters.

Perfect for those smokers looking for a convenient combo pack while getting the finest and slowest burn possible from Amsterdam’s first and original coffeeshop.
Royal Queens Seeds is on the march this spring. Europe’s fastest-growing seedbank and the creators of royal dankness are back with 4 all-new feminized cannabis strains. Their seeds rule! They’ve got the most sought-after genetics from the Rocky Mountains to the Hindu Kush. Old World Kush? Or West Coast Kush? Have both if you fancy. Plus, bigger, stronger, faster next-gen autoflowering hybrids. Make room in the cannabis garden for buds hotter than dragon fire. Allow us to introduce you to the dank nobility.

One strain to rule them all this spring is the head-turning monarch Purple Queen. You will be mesmerised by her deep purple flowers and foliage, and pulverised by her heavy couchlocking effects. The strain-hunter’s trail leads us to the mountains of the Hindu Kush, the natural habitat of rare purple phenos of the finest Afghan and Pakistan Kush. Purple Queen is the real fire-breathing mother of dragons.

Fat Banana is the only Banana OG princess to cultivate this growing season. A rigorous selection program paid a tasty dividend with this delicious
SPRING OFFENSIVE: STRAINS

brain fog. California’s dankest genetics have been upgraded and enhanced by the master breeders at RQS to bring you uber-potent, flavoursome Fat Banana buds. You’ve never toked sweet citrus and overripe banana-flavoured nugs like Fat Banana.

Lest we forget their new breed of super-sized autos. The dawn of a dank era in autoflowering cultivation has arrived with RQS auto cannabis duchesses Royal Cookies Automatic and Royal Gorilla Automatic. The team has successfully blended your favourite Cannabis Cup-winning photoperiod varieties with select ruderalis cultivars, endowing hybrids with the autoflowering trait without compromising the signature attributes you loved in the originals.

**Royal Cookies Automatic** is genuine dessert cannabis. Next-gen Cookies have been supercharged with robust ruderalis genetics for a fast finish and still pack a high-THC punch. Best of all, Cookies in a hurry taste great. Trust us, there’s nothing quite like the scent of these biscuit buds.

**Royal Gorilla Automatic** is the King Kong autoflowering specimen. This cannabis cryptid is a bud-dripping Bigfoot. You want to believe. But Royal Gorilla Automatic must be experienced. This cannabeast belongs in a cage. Don’t hesitate to tame her with a ScrOG. Forget everything you’ve been told about the limitations of autoflowering cannabis.

info@royalqueenseeds.com
ENLITE LED SYSTEM

Full-spectrum LED systems with an innovative design for reliable, long-lasting operation – available in the 400W and 600W capacity versions.

They are configured for areas measuring 1.2 x 1.2 m but their modularity allows them to adapt to cover any grow area.

They carry a 3 year warranty, which can be extended to 5. Their patented heat dissipation system and extra-flat design - with no fans - make it possible to extend their lifecycle to 50,000 hours even in the worst humidity, dust and high temperature conditions as they are totally dust and water tight and can be cleaned with pressurised water (IP66 compliance).

Lower power consumption vs. HID system – reduced growing temperature vs. CMH systems

600W: 2 Sets de 100 cm. x 20 cm. x 7 cm.
Efficiency: 2.3 µ/J

400W: 2 Sets de 100 cm. x 7 cm. x 3.8 cm.
Efficiency: 2.1 µ/J

www.enlitechorti.eu
**Greengo 100% Biodegradable Eco-Filters.**

Greengo eco-filters are made with natural cellulose fibre sourced from sustainably managed forests certified by the FSC [Forest Stewardship Council]. They are all untreated and chemical-free.

- 100% unwhitened
- 100% biodegradable
- 100% produced from organic paper

The Greengo slim eco-filters are perfect for RYO tobacco smokers who prefer to smoke their rolled cigarettes with a filter. They are also a perfect solution for cannabis smokers. Smoking pure herb releases four to five times more tar to lungs vs. ordinary cigarettes, for a number of reasons:

- Absence of a filter, i.e. since cannabis smokers use joint tips, instead of ordinary cigarette filters, they will inhale 2 to 3 times more tar.

- The habit of inhaling large quantities of smoke and withholding it for long causes a one and a half higher tar deposit in lungs.

**Pure and natural filters for pure and natural smoking**

*Go Green, Go Greengo!*

**SPECIFICATIONS**

The Greengo organic filters are available in 200-filter packs.

- Length: 15 mm or 22 mm
- Diameter: 6 mm
The Basic Method... Yes, it can be this simple, by using just 2 products
The A & B system for all inert or artificial substrates:
- Nutri-Forte A & B in equal amounts for rockwool and similar substrates
- Coco-Forte A & B in equal amounts for coco fibre

Or the SuperMixes:
- Soil-SuperMix for soil or field use
- Hydro-SuperMix with drip emitters on soil or on any other growing medium
- NFT-Aqua-SuperMix in systems without growing medium.
- LongFlower-SuperMix in all systems, for plants that feature a long flowering period
- Use PK 13-14 combined with ALL SuperMixes during flowering period

The Dedicated Way... add 4 more products:
Add your selection of the following products to the basics listed above:
- BioRoots when planting or re-planting for optimal root protection and development.
- BN-Zym to break down plant waste material into uptakable elements.
- TML, The Missing Link for incredible health and a fast working immune system.
- X-ceL Booster...the #1 booster, ready to be
combined with all or any of the above to boost yield as well as quality of any treated crop.

These four products on their own or combined increase your possibilities and bring immediate rewards. The plants benefit and you learn. Increased understanding brings deeper insight into the needs of your plants. Because you can grow smarter, your yield improves in every way.

The Professional Way...Taking it to yet another level:
If you are on a never ending quest for quality and quantity, or want to experiment with special cultivars: Use the full range of products in combination with all of the above. Use P 20 and K 20 instead of PK 13-14 for a more accurate response to the needs of the plant. Use the main elements as single fertilizers like Nitrogen, Phosphor and Potassium (K) as well as Calcium and Magnesium, to tweak your fertilizer solution to your own standards and insights on your specific plant’s immediate needs.

MicroMix, a combination of trace elements, CitricAcid to add carbohydrates; FreeFlow, SprayMix, AlgaeMix and Vitrasol, all organic additives, even more products for the professional to choose from...

Of course, with such a diverse line of products, the possibilities are endless. Combinations of the three Bio Nova Ways are possible for those who want to experiment.

Your Green Companion in every way
KOKO NUGGZ

Legendary gourmet chocolate snacks coming straight from California and created by big Hip Hop names, such as B-Real aka Dr. Greenthumb of the Cypress Hill band and Berner, creator of the State-leading ‘Cookies’ dispensary brand.

With no THC or CBD, they reproduce the exact shape of flowers of our beloved plant and are available in 6 different flavours:

- Cookies & Cream
- OG
- Banana OG
- Kush berry
- Strawberry Shortcake
- Lemonade

Produced by Calisweets, some flavours are gluten-free.
THE VERY BEST GROW BOOKS AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE!

- The Best of Indoor Growing (Soil & Hydro) by Jorge Cervantes: 536 pages / 410 illustrations / 1700 contacts / jardinoscope.com
- The Best of Hydro Growing (Indoor & Outdoor) by William Texier: 368 pages / 130 illustrations / 1700 contacts / hydro-scope.com
- The Best of Medical Marijuana by Michka: 320 pages / 420 illustrations / 350 contacts / cannascope.com

“Never before has there been such an important contribution to indoor cultivation... and readers finally have access to these Gardening Bibles.”

GARDEN CULTURE

“A highly anticipated book.”
MAXIMUM YIELD

“You’re going to understand how it works... it’s impressive!”

FRANCE 5 (NATIONAL TV)

“Outstanding drawings. I keep my reference copy close at hand.”

JORGE CERVANTES

mamapublishing.com
Take the advantages of growing plants into the innovative Ercole pot

Once bedded out, plants grown in these pots, not only reduce considerably the growing time, but guarantee a sure taking of the roots and an immediate growth. Thanks to its developed air-system (given by the side holes), once the roots get in touch with the air and light, stop their circular pattern. In this way, the side root system does not go to stress and the growth of the stem is faster and more vigorous than in a standard pot.

- Develop the root system in a quicker way
- Improve the drainage
- Keep the root system healthy
- Anti-rooting action
- Improve the growth of the plants
- Reduce the stress caused by the transplantation

Use the right substrate to get the best result

It is possible to improve this result, working on the kind of substrate to be used with Ercole pot. A compact and draining substrate improves indeed the development and the rooting system of those plants growth into Ercole, because inside the pot a situation similar to that of an open field is reproduced. The best substrate to be used is given by a particular mix of peat, coco fi ber, coco pith and a controlled release fertilizer. The coco fi ber allows a major water retention and gives to the substrate a structural stability, increasing the capacity of mutual exchange between water and air. All these factors demonstrate how a wise choice of the substrate effects the results in a remarkable way, both technical and commercial, of the growing into the Ercole pot.

Visit our website to discover all our range of plastic pots and all the new.

www.pasquiniebini.com

NUOVA PASQUINI E BINI Spa · Loc. Tei – zona industriale La Galeotta 55011 Altopascio (LU) ITALY · Tel: 0039 0583/264656 Fax 0039 0583/269115
The only solvent-free extraction system that
deep-freezes the plant material with CO2
for maximum productivity.

It works on both fresh and dry material and
is 20% more productive than other cold
extraction systems.

Its operation involves a simple 3-step
process:

1. Deep-freezing – while preserving the
   plant properties
2. Tissue breaking – deep-freezing breaks
   the plant tissues preparing them for
   extraction
3. Extraction – the system design makes
   workflow faster and easier from the start
   through to product collection.

It can be used as a fast and precise bladeless
peeler that will save 85% of your time.
Small leaves protruding from flowers will
be chilled and break up by rotation. End-
product cleaning has never been so easy and
accurate with this market-leading system.

CO2 extraction is much safer than that made
with solvents (such as ethanol, butane, etc.),
which normally leave residues, so the end
product will be absolutely pure. Various end
products can be obtained: resins, oils, etc.
because the freezing process can be tailored
by changing the operating temperature.

www.theoriginalresinator.es
Plantledshop – URSA exists to serve the lighting world, providing innovative solutions through our unique cooling and led technology. As a subsidiary of Cofan USA and the official European distributors, we fully profit from their 30 years experience in thermal management and combine that with our patented and revolutionary 3-pad flip chip design to create beautifully designed LED products that will lower your energy costs up to 70%. Our vision is set on changing the thermal industry, creating a new standard in efficiency and affordability.

**Powerful, efficient and reliable.**
From horticulture to architecture, the choice of specific spectrums of Plantledshop-URSA is a brighter solution.

The Plantledshop-URSA Helios range provides a viable solution to the profitability and sustainability issues that cannabis growers face.

**CREATING A NEW STANDARD**
As a forward thinking subsidiary of Cofan-USA, Plantledshop-URSA aim to create new standards in efficiency and affordability. Our ingeniously engineered thermal management allows for superior heat dissipation, increasing the efficiency, life expectancy and durability while reducing operating costs.

**ECO-FRIENDLY MAINTENANCE**
Plantledshop-URSA’s patented technology makes our 100W to 1200W Helios range incredibly efficient and with less than 5% power loss after 50 000 hours service, we are proud to provide a 5 year guarantee. Maintenance costs are thus reduced significantly!

**LOWER COST OF OWNERSHIP**
Combining COFAN USA’s cooling expertise and Flip-Chip Opto’s 3-pad patented technology enables Plantledshop-URSA to obtain incredibly low thermal resistance and high efficiency. The Helios range is passively cooled thus noise free, reliable and much more compact than other technologies. Built with high-spec thermal aluminium, stainless steel, and Meanwell power supplies, IP65 these lights are perfectly adapted to aggressive environments. Whether your goal is reducing power consumption, lowering heat outputs, increasing lighting lifespan, or adhering to tough regulatory or requirements, the Plantledshop-URSA lighting is the way to dramatically lower your cost of ownership.
“Pot on Pot” is an innovative type of pot that will ease transplanting and avoid possible stress and root breaks. Transplanting requires volume in the substrate and verticality in root development, which is exactly what Pot on Pot does as it maximises the available plant volume in area were the root ball is denser and therefore contributes to improve the plant overall structure. Compared to other pots of like height, Pot on Pot makes oxygenation of the substrate possible and favours the earlier growth of auto-flowering plants for their transplanting ahead of time, without limiting their potential.
Atami did it again, launching a new and innovative product on the market! After the release of Atami’s very first Boosters more than 20 years ago, Atami now presents B’cuzz Silic Boost to give your crops a further Boost!

Silicon is one of the most common elements in soil, however, the vast majority of this isn’t available to the plant. Applying Atami’s B’cuzz Silic Boost is essential to improve availability of Silicon to your plants. B’cuzz Silic Boost an excellent addition to your regular nutrition regime. B’cuzz Silic boost has an enhancing effect, culminating in healthier crops.

**The benefits of B’cuzz Silic Boost:**

- **Reinforcement of the stem.**
  Silicon is deposited in the stem; making it stronger and thicker.

- **Resistance to (biotic) stress.**
  Silicon is also deposited in the top of the leaves, which makes the plant more resilient to harsh weather conditions such as heat, cold or salt. Another benefit is that your plants are more resistant to things like lice and/ or fungi.

- **Highly concentrated.**
  Add just 0.1 ml per litre B’cuzz Silic Boost to your daily nutrient regime.

- **Suitable for every type of cultivation.**
  B’cuzz Silic Boost is suitable for growing on hydro, soil or coco substrates. It can be used during the entire lifecycle of your plants.
Just a few drops of CBD oil applied sublingually (under the tongue) will allow CBD to be rapidly absorbed by the body. Have you heard about RQS’ latest innovations? Introducing CBD E-liquid and Power Sleep CBD. The CBD E-liquid is a great way to supplement by using your vaporizer or e-cigarette. Power Sleep CBD is your non-pharmaceutical ticket to a good night’s sleep. This unique formulation can help you initiate a more healthy sleep cycle.

Alternatively, you can supplement discreetly or on the move with easy-to-swallow CBD softgel capsules. We’ve got a CBD supplement to suit every lifestyle. Royal Queen Seeds 100% pure CBD oil (2.5–10% concentrations), softgel capsules (4% and 10% concentrations), E-liquid (200mg), and Power Sleep CBD (75mg) are all non-GMO and free of synthetic chemicals. Health and wellbeing depend on the body achieving a dynamic balance. RQS wants you to find this harmony with organic CBD. That’s why all RQS CBD is sourced from EU hemp. Supplementing with CBD won’t get you high, and as a natural, non-toxic product, there are no adverse side effects to be concerned about. Reap the therapeutic benefits of CBD with RQS today.
Control of water temperature is extremely important in hydroponics to ensure high-yielding and healthy harvests.

For this reason, TECO S.r.l., a leading refrigerator manufacturer, created TECOponic and developed its HY series, a comprehensive range of highly performing and reliable refrigerators keeping nutrients and water in a hydroponic system at an ideal temperature of 18 to 22°C. This 100% ITALIAN designed and manufactured system provides growers with a top quality and highly efficient solution. Our applied technologies were instrumental in achieving the highest Coefficient of Performance (CoP) on the market to contribute to energy saving.

- Ideally suited for hydroponics, aquaponics and aeroponics
- Avoid excessive heat, when needed, to achieve the best temperature in a hydroponic system
- Water oxygen level is increased to maximise efficiency in the root system
- Plants are protected against pathogens and diseases at root level
- Avoid the use of air conditioning systems and heaters and save energy

**PLUSES:** An innovative conveyor unit (available in models HY500, HY1000, HY2000) makes it possible to install a refrigerator in your grow box to move heat away. An in-built heater keeps temperature at an optimum level in every condition for plant growing all the year round!

www.tecoponic.com  info@tecoonline.com
www.apollyon.nl
get 10% discount!
use code: soft2018

- Head shop
- Smart shop
- Seed shop
- Health shop

CBD - hemp products
BHO - bongs - vaporizers
seeds - stash - scales
water pipes - dabs - smoking accessories

Cibiday
For a carefree day!

- Beneficial to health
- High quality
- From certified hemp
- Organic

Telephone +31 (0)10 - 48 666 05 / Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Dordsestraatweg 434a (near Zuidplein Shopping Centre & Ikazia Hospital)
All natural CBD Products

Premium Feminized Cannabis Seeds